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Analysis and Control of Nonlinear Process Systems (Advanced Textbooks in Control and Signal Processing)Springer, 2004
Almost all process systems are nonlinear in nature. Nonlinear control is traditionally an area of interest in process systems engineering which is of great practical importance. These facts notwithstanding, many process engineers have difficulty with the paradigms and results of modern nonlinear control theory because they lack the mathematical...
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The Principles of Semiconductor Laser Diodes and Amplifiers: Analysis and Transmission Line Laser ModelingImperial College Press, 2003

	Optical communications technology is growing increasingly in importance, with a rapid pace of development. Innovative optical devices have emerged from the integration of semiconductor laser diodes, amplifiers and filters with optical waveguide technology. This well-researched volume traces the evolution of semiconductor laser amplifiers...
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Web 2.0: The Business ModelSpringer, 2008
Web 2.0 is one of the most prominent business models for information systems available today. It brings together technology and social networks, and the interactivity that creates business value.
Web 2.0: The Business Model, an edited volume, is the first reference that integrates the business implications of Web 2.0/3.0, along...
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Soft Computing in Image Processing (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2006
Images have always been very important in human life. Their applications range from primitive communication between humans of all ages to advanced technologies in the industrial, medical and military field. The increased possibilities to capture and analyze images have contributed to the largeness that the scientific field of image processing...
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Bioinformatics: High Performance Parallel Computer Architectures (Embedded Multi-Core Systems)CRC Press, 2010

	New sequencing technologies have broken many experimental barriers to genome scale sequencing, leading to the extraction of huge quantities of sequence data. This expansion of biological databases established the need for new ways to harness and apply the astounding amount of available genomic information and convert it into substantive...
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Problem Solving and Programming Concepts (9th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Knowledge of problem solving and programming concepts is necessary for those who
	develop applications for users. Unfortunately, many students have greater difficulty
	with problem solving than they do with the syntax of computer languages. The art of
	programming is learning multiple techniques and applying those techniques to specific...
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Discontinuity and Complexity in Nonlinear Physical SystemsSpringer, 2013

	Discontinuity in Nonlinear Physical Systems explores recent developments in experimental research in this broad field, organized in four distinct sections. Part I introduces the reader to the fractional dynamics and Lie group analysis for nonlinear partial differential equations. Part II covers chaos and complexity in nonlinear Hamiltonian...
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Trading ETFs: Gaining an Edge with Technical AnalysisBloomberg Press, 2012

	A comprehensive catalog of exchange-traded funds and insights into successful trading techniques


	This Second Edition of the bestselling Trading ETFs offers an updated version of the definitive guide to this vital part of the capital markets. It contains numerous new examples of the techniques that author Deron...
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The Design of Everyday Things: Revised and Expanded EditionBasic Books, 2013

	Even the smartest among us can feel inept as we fail to figure out which light switch or oven burner to turn on, or whether to push, pull, or slide a door. The fault, argues this ingenious—even liberating—book, lies not in ourselves, but in product design that ignores the needs of users and the principles of cognitive...
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BDD in Action: Behavior-driven development for the whole software lifecycleManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		BDD in Action teaches you the Behavior-Driven Development model and shows you how to integrate it into your existing development process. First you'll learn how to apply BDD to requirements analysis to define features that focus your development efforts on underlying business goals. Then,...
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Introduction to Chemical Engineering Analysis Using MathematicaAcademic Press, 2002

	This book provides an introduction to chemical engineering analysis- which reviews the processes and designs used to manufacture, use, and dispose of chemical products-and to Mathematica, one of the most powerful mathematical software tools available for symbolic, numerical, and graphical computing. Analysis and computation are explained...
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The Knowledge Growth Regime: A Schumpeterian ApproachPalgrave Pivot, 2019

	
		‘This important new book provides a penetrating, novel analysis of the key role played by knowledge when viewed through the lens of Schumpeterian economics. It is loaded with important insights that highlight the primacy of knowledge and innovation to unleash economic growth.’

	
		?David B. Audretsch,...
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